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By Michael Treadway  
There are so many choices concerning the contemporary welding hood.
Really, when it comes down to it, it is not so much the hood itself but the
lens you will see through.
There are multiple makers of welding lenses today. Some of those lenses
are solid glass, some of those lenses are plastic, some are glass with
coverings on the glass. Some lenses have a green tint, some have a gold
tint, some have a maroon tint and so on. The variations of lenses also
come with variable pricing as well. Welding hoods are also composed of
various materials causing the actual to have different weights as well.
Let me deliver to you the helmets that I believe are the best for each
different situation and why as we dig into this subject. The solid glass
of old is still the best for working with TIG welding. Due to the nature of
the welding arc being obscured from time to time by the movement of
the cup, the lens has a tendency to flash on and off. This is not so much

damaging as it is a nuisance to the vision of the welder.
There are some hoods that proclaim the ability to stay
darkened even under the environment that TIG welding of
MIG welding produces. Let me tell you from my professional
experience as a long time TIG welder, that when you use some
of the advanced techniques that an expert welder uses, an
auto darkening lens is not the best choice. I always find myself
going back to the solid filter glass of a fixed shade. I personally
like the # 10 shade. You will have to experiment for your own
preference when it comes to the shade of your choice and what
works best for you.
I try to use the auto darkening lenses as much as possible,
especially when using stick rod processes. I welded on jobs
where one simple accidental arc strike outside of the weld
zone got you run off if detected by the welding inspector. Using
a quick change lens can save you from an embarrassing and
costly situation like that.
Let’s look at the solid lens first. Solid Lenses have been around
since the time of torch and brazing were used. It was not the
protective hood that was a staple of the mechanic/welder but
the goggles and his lenses used to get a better picture of his
puddle in the days of brazing and oxygen gas welding. The
solid lens is cheap and efficient. It is not fancy but still very
effective.
I still find myself going back to the solid lens for certain welding processes. It works well with any basic hood and can be a
good place to start for the inexperienced welder. Better yet, the
welder that does not have much money when getting started.

be some spots from the center out to the sides of the lens that
are designed to lighten giving the shade variable darkness. If
you like looking out of the side of your head to weld, in order
to achieve the shade 10 area then this lens might be for you.
I never like that. Years ago Huntsman made a solar powered
quick change lens that was I believe the best ever. It is not the
same as the Solera, which they make today. I have never found
an adequate replacement and I have searched.
The next stage of auto darkening lenses are the battery
powered variable shades. These lenses also allow sensitivity
and reaction time as well (usually). In today’s market place
there is a very competitive field of auto darkening platform
and the producers of these hoods. Optera, Speedglas, Jackson,
Huntsman, Miller, Lincoln, Hobart, Sellstrom, and there are the
Foreign markets too.
These helmets are all good and have similar pricing in this
competitive market. If you can afford one of these hoods, one
of most remarkable lenses ever produced is the 3M Speedlgas.
It has one of if not the most consistent shades of all the quick
change lenses. The glass at any shade is smooth and high
quality all the way across the lens. I personally have favored
it over the Jackson line of the NexGen models along with all
other offers.
Scott Treadway runs http://www.thewelderslens.com. He
produces welding videos with teaching and real time welding
footage of the puddle and has designed a very unique process for
training.

The shades of fixed lenses usually range from 9 to 12. There
are some 5 and 8 shades but I would not recommend using
anything less than a 10 when welding high voltage electricity.
You may not feel the immediate affect of the damage that can
be caused by using the lighter shades of lenses, but the damage is being done and will catch up with you much later in life.
Please take that seriously.
One of the very popular fixed shade lenses of all time has to
be the gold plated lens. You find a difference in the visuals of
the puddle when comparing the different lenses. The gold lens
appears somewhat gold and orange in nature. The old green
style appear as just that, greenish blue. There are solid lenses
designed for exotic metals like aluminum that are somewhat
different than the nominal carbon series. You don’t have to
have one of these but I tell you just to inform you. I have a
lens still today that is a plastic lens that has a gold laminate
covering but the puddle does not appear gold, it appears maroon colored. The only problem with it, it is not bright like the
normal shade 10. It appears along the lines of a shade 11.
Auto darkening lenses have almost replaced the solid lenses
of old. I prefer the quick change lens for most welding applications. Whether the solar powered or battery charged will
be your choice as well. The solar lens is usually less expensive and does not need a larger hood for its housing. The one
drawback with this lens is its ability to move from one shade
to another. Most of the solar powered lenses are fixed shades
as well. If you find a lens like the Radnor that poses as a dual
shade filter, you will find the viewing is not consistent across
the entire lens. What I mean by this is that there will appear to
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Orbital Welding
By Mahesh Ugale  
Orbital welding is Automatic Tunguston inert gas welding. It eliminates chances of manual errors in welding. It produces identical
welds for hundred of times hence accuracy in welding.
Orbital welding was first used in the 1960`s when the aerospace
industry recognized the need for a superior joining technique for
aerospace hydraulic lines. A mechanism was developed in which the
arc from a tungsten electrode was rotated around the tubing weld
joint. The arc welding current was regulated with a control system
thus automating the entire process. The result was a more precision
and reliable method than the manual welding method it replaced.
Orbital welding became practical for many industries in the early
1980`s when combination power supply / control systems were
developed that operated from 110 V AC and were physically small
enough to be carried from place to place on a construction site for
multiple in-place welds. Modern day orbital welding systems offer
computer control where welding parameters for a variety of applications can be stored in memory and called up when needed for a
specific application. The skills of a certified welder are thus built
into the welding system, producing enormous numbers of identical
welds and leaving significantly less room for error or defects.
Orbital Welding Equipment
In the orbital welding process, tubes / pipes are clamped in place
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and an orbital weld head rotates an electrode and electric arc
around the weld joint to make the required weld. An orbital welding system consists of a power supply and an orbital weld head.
Power Supply: The power supply / control system supplies and
controls the welding parameters according to the specific weld program created or recalled from memory. The power supply provides
the control parameters, the arc welding current, the power to drive
the motor in the weld head and switches the shield gas (es) on / off
as necessary.
Weld Head: Orbital weld heads are normally of the enclosed type
and provide an inert atmosphere chamber that surrounds the weld
joint. Standard enclosed orbital weld heads are practical in welding
tube sizes from 1/16 inch (1.6mm) to 6 inches (152mm) with wall
thickness` of up to 0.154 inches (3.9mm) Larger diameters and wall
thickness` can be accommodated with open style weld heads.
The Physics of the GTAW Process
The orbital welding process uses the Gas Tungsten Arc Welding
process (GTAW) as the source of the electric arc that melts the base
material and forms the weld. In the GTAW process (also referred to
as the Tungsten Inert Gas process - TIG) an electric arc is established between a Tungsten electrode and the part to be welded. To
start the arc, an RF or high voltage signal (usually 3.5 to 7 KV) is
used to break down (ionize) the insulating properties of the shield
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gas and make it electrically conductive in order to pass through
a tiny amount of current. A capacitor dumps current into this
electrical path, which reduces the arc voltage to a level where the
power supply can then supply current for the arc. The power supply
responds to the demand and provides weld current to keep the arc
established. The metal to be welded is melted by the intense heat of
the arc and fuses together.
Reasons for Using Orbital Welding Equipment
There are many reasons for using orbital welding equipment. The
ability to make high quality, consistent welds repeatedly at a speed
close to the maximum weld speed offer many benefits to the user:

Nuclear Piping: The nuclear industry with its severe operating
environment and associated specifications for a high quality weld
has long been an advocate of orbital welding.
Offshore Applications: Sub-sea hydraulic lines use materials whose
properties can be altered during the thermal changes that are
normal with a weld cycle. Hydraulic joints welded with orbital
equipment offer superior corrosion resistance and mechanical
properties.

o Productivity. An orbital welding system will drastically outperform manual welders, many times paying for the cost of the orbital
equipment in a single job.

Pharmaceutical Industry: Pharmaceutical process lines and piping
systems deliver high quality water to their processes. This requires
high quality welds to ensure a source of water from the tubes that
is uncontaminated by bacteria, rust or other contaminant. Orbital
welding ensures full penetration welds with no overheating occurring that could undermine the corrosion resistance of the final weld
zone.

o Quality. The quality of a weld created by an orbital welding system
with the correct weld program will be superior to that of manual
welding. In applications such as semiconductor or pharmaceutical
tube welding, orbital welding is the only means to reach the weld
quality requirements.

Semiconductor Industry: The semiconductor industry requires piping systems with extremely smooth internal surface finish in order
to prevent contaminant buildup on the tubing walls or weld joints.
Once large enough, a build-up of particulate, moisture or contaminant could release and ruin the batch process.

o Consistency. Once a weld program has been established an orbital
welding system can repeatedly perform the same weld hundreds
of times, eliminating the normal variability, inconsistencies, errors
and defects of manual welding.

Tube/Pipe Fittings, Valves and Regulators: Hydraulic lines and
liquid and gas delivery systems all require tubing with connector
fittings. Orbital systems provide a means to ensure high productivity of welding and improved weld quality. Sometimes the tubing
may be welded in place to a valve or regulator body. Here the orbital
weld head provides the ability to produce high quality welds in
applications with restricted access to the weld joint.

o Orbital welding may be used in applications where a tube or pipe
to be welded cannot be rotated or where rotation of the part is not
practical.
o Orbital welding may be used in applications where access space
restrictions limit the physical size of the welding device. Weld
heads may be used in rows of boiler tubing where it would be
difficult for a manual welder to use a welding torch or view the
weld joint.
o Many other reasons exist for the use of orbital equipment over
manual welding. Examples are applications where inspection
of the internal weld is not practical for each weld created. By
making a sample weld coupon that passes certification, the logic
holds that if the sample weld is acceptable, that successive welds
created by an automatic machine with the same input parameters
should also be sound.
Industries and Applications for Orbital Welding
Aerospace: As noted earlier, the aerospace industry was the first
industry to recognize the requirement for orbital welding. The
high-pressure systems of a single plane can have over 1,500
welded joints, all automatically created with orbital equipment.
Boiler Tube: Boiler tube installation and repairs offer a perfect
application for orbital welding. Compact orbital weld heads can
be clamped in place between rows of heat exchanger tubing
where a manual welder would experience severe difficulty making repeatable welds.
Food, Dairy and Beverage Industries: The food, dairy and beverage industries require consistent full penetration welds on all
weld joints. Most of these tubing / piping systems have schedules
for cleaning and sterilization in place. For maximum piping system efficiency the tubing must be as smooth as possible. Any pit,
crevice, crack or incomplete weld joint can form a place for the
fluid inside the tubing to be trapped and form a bacteria harbor.
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QualityStandardsForIndustrialand
Architectural Specialty Welding
By Sarah Benoit
High quality, specialty welding is essential for the building and
maintenance of heating and cooling (HVAC) systems, as well as
industrial and architectural structures. Educated, skilled welders are needed to complete projects so the appropriate quality
standards are strictly enforced and maintained. Quality standards have been created locally and nationally to ensure quality
welding, but nothing takes the place of hiring an experienced
company with a respected reputation. Quality standards in the
metal fabrication and specialty welding industry affect a wide
array of business including restaurants, hotels, manufacturing
plants, food plants, commercial offices and more.
Certified welding is an extremely specialized field. This interview with Brian Harkins, a Certified Welding Inspector (CWI)
and 10-hour/30-hour OSHA trainer, helps explain the importance of quality welding standards. Mr. Harkins is Shop Superintendent at R.F. Knox Company, Inc. in Symrna, Georgia, and
oversees all metal fabrication, welding certifications, welding
procedures and the R.F. Knox Company welding program. Mr.
Harkins also currently attends the National Labor College in
Maryland and will graduate in 2009 with his B.A. in Labor
Education.
Q. What are the quality standards of certified welding and how
do you meet them?
A. The beauty and integrity in the welds of architectural fabrication are very important. Architectural projects often require
that the weld be ground smooth and hidden. Industrial projects
require good, penetrating welds that maintain their integrity
over the long term. The heat of the weld is also an important
consideration since heat can cause metal to distort and buckle.
Our expert metal fabricators and skilled welders have to know
when, where and what type of weld to implement so distortion is minimal. Smooth, clean welds also minimize the risk of
bacterial contamination for customers who work in the food
or hospitality industries. Industrial welding requires durability
and strength, as well as safety and cleanliness. At R.F. Knox Company, Inc. we employ educated, experienced skilled welders who
utilize state of the art technology and can ensure every weld is
finished with perfect precision.
Q. How are quality welding standards related to welding safety
standards?
A. Quality welding standards run hand in hand with welding
safety standards. For example, if we provide the customer with
poor quality welds on an exhaust system this can potentially
lead to exhaust system leaks, which can be very hazardous.
We carefully test our welds on all pipes that carry hazardous
material and condensation to ensure it meets both quality
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and safety standards. This eliminates the possibility of leaks
that may jeopardize the safety of employees and public. I also
visually inspect structural welds for any discontinuities that
may create the risk of failure and to avoid any problems in the
future.
Q. What kind of companies are most in need of high quality,
sheet metal welding and architectural specialty welding?
A. Industrial food plants, restaurants, hotels and commercial
offices are just a few of our clients. The hospitality, commercial
real estate and manufacturing industries are in need of a variety
of architectural and metal welding services. Commercial and
food businesses also require exceptional quality welding in
order to meet their own safety and quality standards.
We fabricate and install blowpipe systems, lab exhaust systems,
wind tunnels and more based on the needs of the client. We
provide many customized architectural and specialty services in
order to provide our customers with architectural systems and
features that will perform well and achieve their goals.
Q. When a company is in need of commercial, architectural or
certified welding how can they identify skilled welders who are
up to date an the latest quality standards? What are the most
important things they should look for?
A. On request we certify welders for a specific job at R.F Knox
Company, Inc. This way we ensure they are qualified for the
job they are about to complete. We also have certified welders that maintain their certifications, so you can ask for their
credentials, however you must remember that their particular
certification may not apply to your application.
When it comes to welding there are certain details to watch out
for to make sure a certified welder knows the business. If you
see “shotty” welds, which are welds that don’t have a uniform
appearance or are bulky and pitted, you may want to question
the quality of the work. Welds should flow evenly over the metal
and appear to not have any cracks or holes.
If possible, you should also take a look at the underside, opposite the side welded and see if any weld is coming through. If
you can see the weld this means good, strong, penetrating welds
have been completed. On architectural applications, where the
weld has been ground smooth, watch out for gouges in the metal from grinding. Welds should be ground smooth and flush with
the base metal. Only trained, skilled welders know the tricks for
this type of specialty welding and grinding.
Sarah Benoit is a professional writer and specializes in technical, educational, health care, arts and music writing. To learn
more about industrial and architectural welding, sheet metal
fabrication or HVAC installation visit http://www.RFKnox.com
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Reduce Lift Truck
Damage to Pallet
Rack and Plant

Pre-engineered industrial guard railing
systems can increase safety and decrease
costs
Like busy freeways, plants and warehouses
have had to squeeze more traffic into less
space as the cost of real estate has risen
over the years. With more product and
equipment packed tighter, operating with
more just-in-time logistics, the risk of lift
truck impact is greater than ever today. That
puts your people, production, and assets at
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risk.
OSHA estimates that 68,400 accidents occur annually
involving powered industrial trucks. About 95,000 workers
suffer some kind of injuries in these accidents, resulting in
lost production, facility damage, and workers compensation
claims.
“As plant managers try to bring as much rack and material
into the warehouse as possible, lift trucks run tighter in the
aisles, making impact more likely,” says John Ellis, a regional
sales manager at Steel King Industries, a Stevens Point,
Wis.-based manufacturer of pallet rack and warehouse
safety products.
“Even the best of plant operations can expect some fork
truck impact, so it is important to minimize any damage and
production downtime with the proper safety equipment –
like a football player wearing a helmet and pads,” adds Ellis.
Pallet Rack Protection
Most of the damage in warehouse pallet rack occurs at the
row end, where lift truck operators have to turn into the
aisles, according to Ellis. If they miscalculate going around
the corner, they will swing into end row pallet rack.
Rack damage is also common along an upright’s first 6”
to 12” of column from the floor due to lift truck impact,
particularly at tunnels, drive thrus and intersections, where
maneuvering is tight. Additional damage can occur when
lift truck operators push pallets, empty or with product,
against end row uprights, which can bend their diagonal or
horizontal bracing.
“To prevent pallet rack damage from lift trucks at end rows
and intersections, one of the cost effective methods is to
install low-profile, high-strength, safety steel angle such
as Steel King Guard Dawg as protection along high-traffic
routes,” says Ellis. To be most effective in these areas, he
suggests the safety steel angle should protect 3” or 4”-wide
upright columns, and offer right, left, or double-ended

lift truck damage, more comprehensive pre-engineered
industrial guard railing systems can offer more complete
safety.
While some maintenance staff make and install their own
in-house fabricated guard railing, this diverts them from
their production and maintenance responsibilities. It
also requires them to design the guard railing, purchase
materials for it, fabricate it, drill it, paint it, and install it,
when they are not experienced in engineering the railing for
maximum safety.
A safer, more efficient answer in recent years has been
pre-engineered, prefabricated industrial guard railing
systems like Steel King Steel Guard®, which can protect a
whole range of plant and warehouse applications. These
applications can range from worker, production, inventory,
and loading areas to walkways, aisles, mezzanines, and inplant offices.
“Pre-engineered industrial guard railing systems can serve
as a visual and physical barrier between staging and work
areas, including machinery such as conveyors, computer
consoles, electrical panels, HVAC equipment, and freezercooler controls,” says Ellis.
Standard construction of the pre-engineered railing systems
consists of corrugated steel rails that bolt to square tubular
columns. The columns are pre-welded to heavy steel base
plates, which are anchored to the concrete floor. Anchor
bolts, steel post caps and rail hardware are usually included
in the package. The rails and posts are usually painted a
bright safety color for easy visibility.
Commercially available guard railing systems have a few
advantages over in-house fabrications. First, they cost less
due to mass component production, and have lower labor
costs as well.
Second, these systems are easy to install. No core drilling,
cutting, welding or painting is required. Installation can

guards so it works with virtually all end row racks.

be handled by in-house personnel or distributors of the
product.

Such pallet rack protection can be particularly important in
freezer applications where space is very restricted, the floor

Third, the pre-engineered, pre-fabricated guard railing
systems are safer than in-house made since they are

can be slippery, and reaction times slowed by the cold.
Whole Plant Protection
For more universal, plant and warehouse protection from
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specifically designed for lift truck impact. They are also
modular, expandable, and relocatable, and individual
parts can be replaced if damaged. Nearly any rail length
is available, which reduces installation time, and common
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lengths are stocked for quick order shipment.
Guard Railing System Specification
When talking about guard railing, you need to understand
some terminology. Basic components include guard rails
and posts (see Figure 1). Figure 2 shows the two standard
railing heights: single high (18”) and double high (42”).
Two basic posts are shown in Figure 3. Center posts are
used in most cases, for in-line or end posts. Where you
need to make a 90-degree turn, corner posts are required.
“Most manufacturers treat rail ‘lengths’ not as the length
of the rail itself, but as the center-to-center distance from
column to column,” explains Ellis. “Actual rail lengths are
4” to 5” less than the stated length, depending on the post

compare prices and component weights when analyzing a
few proposals, but you should go one step farther.
“Since the rail will take the brunt of any lift truck impacts,
you should compare the rail height, depth, and gauge or
wall thickness,” says Ellis. “How many ribs or corrugations
does the rail have? Is the rail edge “closed,” or is it “open”?
Open edges usually require you to install a protective plastic
stripping to cover the sharp edges of the steel.”
“The connection between the rail and the post is also
important,” adds Ellis. “How many bolts are used for
this connection? What grade or strength of hardware is
supplied? Are connector holes or vertical slots provided?
Slots allow you to adjust the posts on uneven floors.”

size.”

Other considerations include post size and gauge, base plate
size and gauge, anchor size and quality, and type of finish.

You can measure the areas you want to protect, or contact a

These considerations will also contribute to the structural
strength, appearance and maintenance of the railing system.

distributor of guard railing to do it for you. Once you have
decided on either a single or double high system, you can
easily create a bill of material to compare various systems.
Two easy comparisons are price and value. It is easy to
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“What you are trying to achieve is a balance between heavy
construction, purchase price, value, and ease of installation,”
concludes Ellis.
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LINEAR AXIS
LIGHTWEIGHT ADVANTAGE:
Weiss’ Dynamic Hg Motor Axes Drive Cost Savings, Speed & Accuracy
And Feature Unique Contamination Guide Cover.

Industry leading specialist for rotary tables and automation,
WEISS North America, Inc. (Willoughby, OH), has introduced its latest in uncompromising, highly dynamic drive
technology for your basic axis−the lightweight, aluminum
profile-based HG 12 and HG 25 linear motor axes.

• No maintenance costs, no wearing parts

Notably, the new closed linear axes based on aluminum profile design overtakes traditional belt drive and spindle drive
technology in reducing costs while achieving a far more
precise axis and definitive edge in compactness.

• Convincing price-quality ratio (particularly in the case of
HG axes)

An extension of their acclaimed HN series, the highly integrated and ready-for-installation HG series is also engineered with a unique guide profile cover that is made of
machined aluminium−providing optimal protection for applications that experience external contamination influences
and extends service life.
The compact and precise ball-type linear guides feature an
absolute measuring system as well as automatic lubrication.
The HG series is available in two different axis sizes – HG 25
with peak force of 180 N, and HG 12 with peak force of 110
N. Both versions impress with their smooth movements and
maximum dynamics.
The lightweight, aluminum profile-based HG axes can also
be used in areas where cost factors have typically made conventional drives the standard choice in the past. Specifically,
they are designed for lighter load applications−with the HG
25 & HG 12 offering 10kg and 5kg maximum load capacities
respectively. Ultimately, they deliver high-speed and accuracy at a lower cost−with a maximum acceleration of 40 m/s2
and a maximum speed of 4 m/s.
Typical small parts assembly applications that would benefit
from the HG series include: electronics, flat panel displays,
semiconductors, machine tools,material handling, medical,
packaging, etc.

HG / LIGHTWEIGHT ADVANTAGES:

• Hygienic linear drive/no pneumatics, no oil, no gearbox
• Low energy costs, compact design

• HG axes with covered guide profile with standard attachment options
• Absolute measuring system (up to 1,000 mm)

HG/ LIGHTWEIGHT CONCLUSION:
The HG series represents one of WEISS’ most advanced
linear technologies at extremely attractive cost conditions.
Because it is engineered as an all- aluminum extrusion, there
is less machining−and therefore less cost. This cost reduction is also a result of reducing the number of components
and utilizing the existing components in a multifunctional
manner.

According to WEISS’ Product Sales Manager-Direct Drives,
Josh Treter,
“Notably, the distinct design advancement of the covered
guide profile combats contamination issues such as light metallic production dust. This provides customers with unique
end-use advantages.” Treter also noted that WEISS can also
add an air-purge port fitting to the guide to add positive air
pressure.
Finally, end-users can leverage WEISS Application Software
(WAS) to enable simple and intuitive commissioning of the
linear components. The graphic user interface series provides faster set-up and smooth operation; to save HG series
customers valuable time and cost.

• Freely positionable, extremely dynamic, monitored movement
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